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Teacher Education Design 
Principle + code: 

7. Teacher education should familiarize teachers with a range 
of formal and informal inquiry- and creativity-based learning, 
teaching and assessment approaches and strategies and their use in 
relation to authentic problems within the areas of science and 
mathematics.  
TE: CreatInqPed 

Specific Teacher 
Outcome(s): 

7.5 Teachers should be able to use a range of creative contexts 
and approaches for provoking children’s interest, motivation and 
enjoyment in science and mathematics, such as stories, poems, 
songs, drama, puppets, games.  

Factors linked with: P: Affect;  
M: Cr. 

Type of material (image – 
interview (int) – classroom 
extract (class): 

Classroom 

Originating from:   

 Country report : D4.3 Greece 

 Case: Case 3 - Sotiris 

 Episode: 1 - Little Prince travels to the Solar system 

 Teacher: Sotiris 

 Age Group: 6-7 

Selected episode present in 
D4.4 Appendix 

No 
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This extract refers to the first of a series of lessons and activities dedicated to the solar system. The 
aim of the lesson was for children to be able to name the planets and compare them in terms of size 
and distance from the sun. The idea came to the teacher after the class had watched an episode 
from the animated series “The Little Prince” and had expressed the wish to know more about the 
planets.  

The lesson started off with the teacher asking the children if they wanted to hear a story he had 
written about the Little Prince and his latest adventure. The children responded with enthusiasm and 
the teacher started the narration. The narration was accompanied with a presentation on the 
whiteboard of brief animations of the solar system and the planets (from www.kidsastronomy.com) 
as well as of digital images of the Ancient Greek gods, after whom the planets are named. 

The story was about the Little Prince, who had finished all his chores and was left with nothing 
interesting to do. He decided to look at the stars which seemed magical and interesting. He then 
remembered a gift he got from his friend from Earth, the aviator. The gift was a telescope which 
made the faraway stars and planets seem closer. However, when the Little Prince tried to look at the 
Earth where his friend the aviator was, he realised that he did not know where the Earth was in the 
sky. That made the Little Prince very sad. The solution was given by another friend of his, the crow, 
who helped the Little Prince to learn about the Earth and the rest of the planets of the solar system. 

Using the voice of the crow, the teacher introduced the name of each of the planets connecting it to 
the myth of the relevant god. He also provided some basic information about the planets (size, 
distance from the sun, colour, surface) which he elaborated further with the children in following 
activities. The children showed increased interest and concentration throughout the story, 
contributing with pieces of information they knew about either the gods or the planets, as well as 
with comments and questions about what they saw and heard. 

Children’s learning of the planets’ names was subsequently checked using a game called “Help the 
Little Prince to name the planets” in which children in groups of four had to match small printed tags 
bearing the planets’ names with the images of the planets on a laminated poster featuring the Little 
Prince next to the solar system.  

The following extract of the lesson focuses on the story the teacher used to introduce the planets, 
omitting most of his exchanges with the children. 

The Story 

The Little Prince woke up. He went to his little planet, B612; he took his morning walk, cared after his 
plants, cut off the weeds. He did all his chores. He watered his rose plant, cleaned all his volcanoes, 
had breakfast and then got bored. He got so bored; he had nothing else to do as he had finished off 
all his chores. He thus started to look at the stars, the nearby galaxies, the surrounding planets. But 
he was so far away from them that he could not see them well.  

The teacher uses the tale of ‘The Little Prince’ to introduce a series of 

lessons and activities about the planets and the solar system. 

She encourages collaboration and fosters children’s agency. 
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Then he had an idea. In his previous travel, his friend the aviator had given him as a gift, in addition 
to a pencil and a book to draw, a telescope.  

 

With this telescope the Little Prince could see the stars and the planets bigger than what they 
appeared with the naked eye.  

He thus tried to look towards our neighbourhood, our galaxy, to try to see his friend the aviator. He 
looked and he saw this: 
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He got very sad that he could not understand which of the dots is Earth and where his beloved friend 
lived. So, he went back to staring at the stars feeling alone. And then his friend the crow arrived and 
started asking him why he looked so sad.  

The Little Prince said: 
“I cannot see where my friend the aviator lives. He gave me this telescope, but I am very little and do 
not know where to look. Everything looks so small…” 

The Crow laughed and said: 
“Ah Little Prince you do not know yet how to make the telescope work, because if you use the zoom 
to magnify you can see better” and the crow got hold of the telescope and showed him a better 
picture; he showed him this picture: 

 

http://www.kidsastronomy.com/solar_system.htm 

Now, the Little Prince could see our Sun and around it all the planets that turn, that dance. The Little 
Prince observed that he could see the Earth where his friend the aviator lived. But apart from the 
Earth he could see other planets as well, smaller and bigger planets. So he asked his friend the crow: 
“Crow, apart from the Earth, around this huge Sun there are many planets that I have not visited yet 
and I do not even know their names.” The crow sat down and after drinking some water to rest he 
told him that he knew all the names of the planets. He also told the Little Prince that every planet got 
his name from one of the gods, themselves named by Ancient Greeks. He thus started telling him the 
story of every god.  

And the Crow said: “Can you see a very very small planet, very near the Sun?”  
“Yes”, said the Little Prince, “it is this planet, which is very close to the Sun”. 
“This planet is called Hermes”, and the Crow started telling him few words about the god Hermes.  
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Hermes was the postman of the gods. When the gods wanted to send a message to people or to 
other gods, they sent Hermes. Hermes was also the god that protected merchants, but because 
when he was young he was a little naughty, he also protected the thieves. It is not good to be a thief, 
but Hermes protected them as well. Because when Hermes was very young he got jealous of the 
oxen his brother Apollo had and he stole them from him. Apollo got very angry. He did not know who 
had stolen his oxen, but the oxen had left behind their footprints which he followed and found 
Hermes in a cave with the oxen. Hermes had killed an ox to eat it and had taken its guts to make 
strings and its horns to make a guitar using also a turtle shell. Apollo heard his brother playing the 
guitar and forgot how angry he was; he offered Hermes the oxen in exchange for the guitar. […] 

Then the Crow said: “Beyond the planet Hermes there is a planet that is similar to Earth but is not 
very warm. This planet has taken its name from goddess Aphrodite.” […] 
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Aphrodite was the goddess of beauty. Goddess Aphrodite was the prettiest of all goddesses and was 
called Aphro-dite, because she emerged, they say, from the foaming spume (“aphros”) of the sea. 
[…] 

And the Crow continued: “Beyond Aphrodite there is the planet Earth, where your beloved friend the 
aviator lives. Earth (“Gee” in Greek) got its name from goddess Gaia.”  

 

Goddess Gee or Gaia was one of the first goddesses worshipped by people, because without Gee 
people could not plant anything, nor find anything to eat. This is why people made her into a 
goddess. And as if this was not enough, they wanted her to be married with god Uranus. God Uranus 
has also given his name to a planet. 

Beyond Earth, there is a very very red planet, Mars (“Ares” in Greek) – red like Olympiakos (a Greek 
football team). “Ares” took his name from… [Children: ”From the football team called ‘Aris’; Teacher: 
Not from the football team – the football team took its name from the god “Ares” – not the other 
way round]. “Ares” was the god of war. There he is. 

 

He was insatiable, he wanted everybody to fight so that he could be happy. Can’t you see how happy 
he is that people are fighting? And because he was the god of war, in paintings he appears with all 
his gear on, his sword, his shield, his helmet – with all his military uniform on. 
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Beyond Mars, there is the biggest of all planets, Jupiter (“Zeus” or “Dias” in Greek). Jupiter was the 
father and king of all gods and all people. He was so strong that he had as weapon a thunderbolt. 
When Jupiter was angry, thunderbolts fell on Earth. 

 

Another symbol for god Jupiter, whom you can see how strong he is, is the eagle. Jupiter has two 
symbols, the thunderbolt and the eagle. Jupiter protected the strangers. In Ancient Greece if 
someone was a stranger and visited somebody’s house, the latter would open the house for him/her, 
because all strangers were protected by Jupiter. This is why Jupiter was also called “Xenios”, because 
he protected the strangers (“xenos” in Greek). All strangers visiting a place were considered holly by 
the Ancient Greeks and thus they had to care for them. So, M. if I were a stranger in Ancient Greece 
and came to your house, you would need to open the door, let me in, feed me, give me some water, 
offer me a bed to sleep in, and in exchange I had to entertain you in the evening; I told you stories, 
tales from my life. Because as I were a traveler and thus very tired, I was protected by Jupiter. But I 
had to be a good person, I could not be a crook or a thief. […] 

Beyond Jupiter is Saturn (“Kronos” in Greek). Saturn is the planet that has rings around it and it is the 
gem in the Sun’s neighbourhood. Ancient Greeks said that Saturn was the father of Jupiter. Here he 
is, seating on his chair. 

 

He is holding an upside-down sickle. We use a sickle to reap the wheat. Saturn was Jupiter’s dad. He 
was a Titan and because he was afraid that one of his children might grow up to be very strong and 
take the throne from him – and he would then cease to be king – every time his wife gave birth to a 
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child, he ate it. [Child: The father?] Yes, the father ate his children. Because he was afraid that one of 
his children would grow to be very strong, send him away and become king in his place. But Jupiter’s 
mother, Rea, when Jupiter was born, took pity of him and instead of giving him to Saturn to eat, she 
gave Saturn a rock and hid Jupiter in a mountain here in Crete. Do you know which mountain this is? 
It is here near us. Which mountain is this? […] She hid him in Psiloritis. Rea went to Psiloritis and hid 
Jupiter in a cave called “Ideon Andron”. The cave was guarded by some Cretan warriors called 
“Kourites’ who every time the baby cried danced a military dance whacking their shields and swords 
to cover the noise. They made music so that Saturn would not hear Jupiter’s crying. When Jupiter 
grew up he went and secretly gave his father a drink to make him go to sleep; he then opened his 
belly so that all his brothers and sisters got out, and Jupiter became the king. […] 

Beyond Saturn there is Uranus. […] Uranus was the father of Saturn and husband of Gaia. Let’s have 
a look at him. He is handsome, isn’t he? He looks a bit like Jupiter. 

 

[Children: He is a girl. Teacher: How can he be a girl, he is wearing a beard? Children: He is a girl 
because he is wearing a dress. Teacher: In the old times, they did not wear dresses, they wore cloaks. 
Both men and women wore the same clothes. Children: Yuck.] 

Beyond Uranus there is Neptune (“Poseidon” in Greek). God Neptune was the brother of Jupiter and 
he was the god of the seas and as symbols he had the horse and the trident. There he is coming out 
of the sea. 
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[Children: [Laughter] He is not wearing clothes. Teacher: He was in the sea. They did not have 
swimming clothes then.] 

And then the last planet, the smallest which is far far away…, which we now do not anymore 
consider to be a planet, is Pluto, who is also Jupiter’s brother. Here he is. 

 

Pluto was the god of the underworld, the king of the dead. Next to him he had a terrifying dog 
Cerberos, which guarded the dead, so that they do not leave Pluto’s kingdom. This dog had three 
heads and his tail was a snake. […] 

And the Little Prince said: “Now I know the names of the planets.” 
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